WHAT’S NEW IN CYCLING AND ACTIVE MOBILITY RESEARCH
UPDATING CYCLING ACADEMIA
THE SCIENTISTS FOR CYCLING COLLOQUIUM 2015 IN NANTES

2 June 2015 – at La Cité des Congrès, Nantes
‘Scientists-for-Cycling’ global network + Géri Vélo Network, France

Steering Committee
- Prof. dr. Bas de Geus, Vrije Universiteit Brussel - Faculteit LK, Dept. Human Physiology (MFYS), Brussels (B), member of the ‘Scientists for Cycling’ network Advisory Board, Brussels (B)
- Manfred Neun, ECF & WCA President, Chair of the ‘Scientists for Cycling’ network Advisory Board, Brussels (B) and Memmingen (D)
- Francis Papon, Coordinator Géri Vélo Network and Director of Laboratory Economic and Social Dynamics of Transport (DEST), Department for Planning, Mobility and Environment (AME), French Institute of Science and Technology for Transport, Development and Networks (IFSTTAR), Marne la Vallée (F)

Program

9.00 a.m.  Registration

9.30 a.m.  Welcome addresses
- Jacques Thiolat, CROS Pays de la Loire
- Francis Papon, Coordinator Géri Vélo network (DEST-IFSTTAR)

9.40 a.m.  Setting the scene and drafting perspectives in the S4C network

(1) Opening the colloquium – a ‘general setting and purpose’ of the S4C network.
Bas de Geus, Vrije Universiteit Brussel - Faculteit LK, Dept. Human Physiology (MFYS), Brussels (B), ‘Scientists for Cycling’ network Advisory Board, Brussels

(2) All S4C news available – challenges, achievements, perspectives
Manfred Neun, ECF/WCA President and Chair of the ‘Scientists for Cycling’ network Advisory Board
10.15 a.m.  Setting the scene – new publications and studies in 2015

(1) Cycling Futures – From Research Into Practice
Regine Gerike (A) and John Parkin (UK)

(2) Cycling Cultures
Peter Cox (UK)

(3) A Global Roadmap to Active Transport: Advancing Cycling Worldwide through Sustainable Development Goals and Low Carbon Development Strategies
Lew Fulton, UC Davis

10.45 a.m.  Group photo + Coffee break

11.15 a.m.  Relations between cycling and public transport

(1) The tumultuous history of public transport-bicycle relations
Frédéric HERAN, CLERSE, Université de Lille

(2) Study on tram and bicycle interactions
Thomas JOUANNOT, CEREMA/DTeC

12.15 p.m.  Lunch break

1.15 p.m.  Health + behavioural aspects

(1) To Make Use of Health Benefits of Active Modes of Mobility
Bas de Geus, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

(2) Research on the socio and cognitive determinants of the behaviour of transport systems’ users, especially cyclists
Nadine CHAURAND, IFSTTAR

(3) Typology of cyclist accidents
Alice BILLOT-GRASSET, IFSTTAR/TS2/UMRESTTE

2.30 p.m.  Coffee break

2.45 p.m.  New policies – Velo-city host cities as pathfinders

(1) News from cycling research in Asia: Public Bike Schemes are Pivotal
Jason Chang (Taiwan)
(2) Perspectives of cycling research in America and the Netherlands
Kevin Krizek (US)
[as speakers from Nijmegen - NL/next Velo-city in 2017]

(3) Resilient urban transition: How cycling makes cities more resilient. The case of Vienna
Andrea Weninger (A)

3.45 p.m. Coffee Break

4.00 p.m. Cycling research ‘under construction’ – interdisciplinary approach and perspectives of collaboration in the global S4C network

Panel and General Discussion
- How to strengthen the collaboration between scientists through national (e.g. GERI Vélo) and international (e.g. Scientists for Cycling) networks? What could be the role of the ECF?
- How to get ‘cycling research’ on the European agenda? What are the possibilities for collaboration on programs as H2020?

Panellists:
- Jason Chang
- Nadine Chaurand (EU proposals)
- Francis Papon (Géri Vélo)
- John Parkin

4.45 p.m. Concluding remarks – sum up

5.00 p.m. End of side-event

All participants of the S4C Colloquium will get invited:
6.00 p.m. Wine + Cheese reception at La Cité des Congrès

Members of the S4C network and Géri Vélo are invited to :
6.00 p.m. Global networks meeting – reception at Nantes City Hall

Representatives/members of the ECF and WCA networks meet.